Join orbit and empower green innovation

orbit enables innovators to successfully manage their Net-Zero Journey by actively designing low emission products.

It is the first solution that allows to quantify carbon footprints based on concept descriptions (text or CAD) and to enable users to analyse and shape sustainable product life cycles.

**Current Status** – First prototypes exist. Currently the biggest task is to put together a team: At the moment I’m working on the project alone.

**You’re passionate about contributing to a sustainable future?**
You’re a team player and experienced in leading teams and projects?

→ orbit is looking for co-founders as Business Developer (COO) or Full-Stack Developer (CTO)

Join orbit to work on a meaningfull product that enables a better future. Since the project is in quite an early stage, it’s your change to have a huge impact.

→ hello@felixlaarmann.de